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1. Tick the correct answer with a  

a.Which one of the following terms describes the physical components of a computer system? 

i.    Hardware. 

ii.   Freeware. 

iii.  Software. 

iv   Courseware.          [2 Marks] 

 

b. Which one of the following is a portable digital device?   

i.    Photocopier. 

ii.   Desktop computer. 

iii  Smartphone. 

iv  Computer screen.                  [2 Marks] 

 

c. Which one of the following is most likely to be used to type different types of documents? 

i.    Word Processing Program. 

ii.   Spreadsheet program 

iii.  Movie maker program. 

iv  Database program.                                                          [2 Marks] 

 

d.Which one of the following tasks is best suited to a presentation graphics program?             

i.    Composing a standard letter for a mail shot. 

ii.   Reserving an airline ticket. 

iii  Presenting sales data to a large audience. 

iv.  Calculating a budget and cash flow for a new project.                                     [2 Marks] 
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e. Which one of the following is the delivery of training or education programs by electronic 

means?  

i.    E-learning. 

ii.   E-college. 

iii  E-teaching. 

iv  E-school.            [2 Marks] 

 

 

f. What does the term ‘ICT’ stand for?  

i.    Information and Communication Technology. 

ii.   Internet and Computer Technology. 

iii.  Internet and Control Technology. 

iv.  Information and Control Technology.      [2 Marks] 

 

g. Which one of the following is the name commonly given to the buying and selling of 

goods on the Internet?  

a.  e-mail. 

b.  e-data exchange. 

c.  e-retail. 

d.  e-commerce.                                                                    [2 Marks] 

 

h.Which one of the following would be most used by someone who travels by train to work 

in various locations?  

i.    Scanner. 

ii.   Printer. 

iii  Laptop. 

iv.  Desktop         [2 Marks] 
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i. To switch off  the coumputer properly we use? 

i.    Reset. 

ii.   Restart. 

iii  Shut Down. 

iv.  Sleep.                                                                                                                [2 Marks] 

 

 

j.Which one of the following is true about the  log on procedure? 

i.    Users must type in their name. 

ii.   Users must type in the username and password. 

iii.  Users must press Ctrl + Alt + Enter. 

iv.  Users have to reboot the computer.                                                                  [2 Marks] 

 

 

k. Which one of the following is the result of restoring a file from the Recycle Bin?               

i.    The file is backed up on the desktop. 

ii.   The file is copied to its original location. 

iii.  The file is moved to a temporary location. 

iv.  The file is moved to its original location.                                                         [2 Marks] 

 

 

l.Which one of the following icons represents a shortcut icon?   

i   ii   iii   iv      [2 marks] 
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m.Which one of the following icons represents a file created with an application?   

i.    ii.    iii.    iv.        [2 Marks] 

 

n. To switch between open windows we can use the keyboard shortcut?  

i.    Alt + PrtSc 

ii.   Ctrl + V 

iii.  Crtl + C 

iv.  Alt + Tab           [2 Marks] 

 

 

o. To Open Windows Explorer (also known as Computer Window) one needs to press?  

i.    Alt + Windows Key 

ii.   Windows Key + E 

iii  Ctrl + Alt + Windows Key 

iv  Shift + Windows key                                                                                        [2 Marks] 
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2.This question is about managing files. Look at the image below and answer the 

follwing questions. 

 

a. In which drive are the above files stored:_______________         [1  mark] 

 

b. List the sub-folder found in the folder ‘Files mod 2’:_______________    [1 mark] 

 

c.How many files are stored in the folder samples? _______________                 [1 mark] 

 

d. What does the downwards pointing arrow  next to a folder indicate ? 

__________________________________________________________________  [2 marks] 

e. What does the arrow  indicate ? 

_________________________________________________________________   [2 marks] 

 

f.The files shown above (check image) are sorted by: _______________________   [1 mark] 

 

g. Write down the name and size of the largest file: 

 i. Name of file : ______________ ii. Size: ______________    [2 marks] 

 

h. Write down the name of  a folder that does not have sub folders: ___________________  

    [1 mark] 

[Total: 11 Marks] 
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3. This question is about printing. 

a. What indicates the default printer:  

_____________________________ 

[1 marks] 

b.Which pages are being printed:  

______________                 [1 mark] 

 

c. How many copies are being   

printed: ______                    [1 mark] 

 

d. Mark with an  where do you 

click to change  paper size.  

                                 [1 mark] 

 

e. Mark with a  where you need to 

click to start printing.          

                                             [1 mark] 

 

f.Mark with a       (circle) where you 

need to press to change the printer.  

[1 mark] 

  

g. Look at the image shown below and anwser the questions that follows: 

 

               A    B     C   D          E 

 

 

[Total: 8 marks] 

i. What is the name of this section of the taskbar which 

displays small icons like sound, time, date etc. 

______________________________                [1 mark] 

ii. Which icon marked A to E can be double-clicked to 

see what’s printing. ________.                          [ 1 mark] 
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4. Use five (5) of the following terms to label the following icons shown below: 

Shortcut Window WordPad Monitor Folder 

Text File Start Button Computer Taskbar Recycle Bin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 [5 marks] 

 

5. (a) Name the following numbered items: 

 

 

 

1  

2  

3  

4  

          

[4 marks] 

b. What is the name of the application (program) being used in the image above: 

     _________________________.                                                                                [1 mark] 

c. When button 3 is pressed it changes shape to  and is named: 

     _________________________.                                                                                [1 mark] 

2 3 4 
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 6.  When making a presentation, different slide layouts could be used.   

      Use the picture below to answer this question about slide layouts.                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For each of the following situations, write the name of the most suitable slide layout: 

(a) To insert a slide with a title and sub-title _______________________________________ 

(b) To insert a slide with two columns of text ______________________________________ 

(c) To insert different shapes on a blank slide in a presentation ________________________ 

(d) To show a picture with text underneath it ______________________________________ 

(e) To create a slide with a title and nothing more __________________________________ 

[5 marks] 

7. The table below shows steps on how to move slides from one presentation to another. 

Put the followings steps in order by writing the number on the right. The first step is done as 

an example.                                                                                                    

  

Click Cut button.  

Click Paste button.  

In the first presentation file, switch to Slide Sorter view by clicking 

Slide Sorter View button. 
1 

Click at the location where the slide will be copied.  

In the second presentation file, switch to Slide Sorter View.  

Right-click the slide to move.  

[5 marks] 
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8(a) A picture showing Microsoft PowerPoint is shown below.  

Label the diagram with the words below:                                                                                                 

Slide pane Title bar Zoom Status bar 

Help button View buttons Ribbon Tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 [8 marks] 

(b) The screenshot below shows the presentation view modes.  

Label the following views using the terms shown below:                    

Reading view Slide show view Normal view Slide Sorter view 

 

 

 

 

[4 marks] 
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9. Look at the picture below and complete the exercise by writing the number of the  

     most suitable tool button to do the job.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) To change the font colour                ____________________ 

(b) To insert a new slide ____________________ 

(c) To align text to the left ____________________ 

(d) To insert a bulleted list  ____________________ 

(e) To apply bold style  ____________________ 

(f) To align text to the right  ____________________ 

(g) To change the font type  ____________________ 

(h) To change the font size ______________________ 

(i) To apply shadow to text ______________________ 

(j) To change the slide layout  ______________________                     [10 marks]  

2 3 4  1  
 2 

33

 

 

22

 

 

4

 

 5  6  7  8  9  10 

2 3 4 
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10. Write True or False near the following statements:  

i. A slide master stores information about the theme 

and slide layouts of a presentation. 

 

ii. Slide show view displays a small version of all slides 

in a presentation 

 

iii. When making a presentation, it is important to use a 

lot of text. 

 

iv. Use ‘Notes Page View’ to add the speakers’ or 

presenter notes or information to be shared with the 

audience. 

 

v. Apply a theme to quickly and easily format an entire 

presentation to give it a professional and modern 

look. 

 

vi. Never include any graphical objects such as pictures 

and images into a slide. 

 

vii. The easiest and best way to move or copy slides is by 

using the ‘Slide Sorter View’. 

 

viii. All slides should have the same layout in a 

presentation. 

 

 

 [8 marks] 

 

 

 

 

END OF PAPER 


